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Work with a partner 

Open Scratch and load loops5 

Code-it Gold Resource 

Name 

USE (Run the code but don’t change anything) 

 

1, What starts the green shape program? 

 

2, What command removes all the lines from the screen? 

 

3, Which commands are inside the yellow sprite program loop? 

 

4, How many times will the pink sprite program turn right 72 degrees? 

 

5, How many times will the yellow sprite program pause? 

 

 

Now mark this sheet using the answer sheet 

Work with a partner 

of same ability 



Code-it Gold Resource 

Name 

Modify (Make small changes to answer the questions) 

1, Make the square larger. Describe what you changed. 

 

2, Make the rectangle longer. Describe what you changed 

 

3, Make the hexagon smaller. Describe what you changed 

 

4, Make the pentagon only draw four sides. Describe what you changed. 

 

5, Draw a three sides shape where the lines cross over in one place. Describe what you 

changed. 

 

6, Slow the hexagon down so that it draws the shape slower. Describe what you changed. 

 

Modify More (Make bigger changes that might involve you adding extra things) 

1, Make the square draw the lines using a different colour. Describe what you did. 

(HINT Pen command blocks) 

 

2, Make the lines of the triangle thicker. What did you add and where did you add it?  

(HINT Pen command blocks but not change pen size by block) 

 

3, Make each shape sprite tell the user what its name is after it has drawn itself. What did 

you add and where did you add it? 

 

4, Make the square play a note after each line is drawn. What did you add and where did 

you add it? 

 

Mark your work using the answer sheet 
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Work with a partner Don’t load 

Scratch 

Work with a partner 

of same ability 



Work on 

your own 

Code-it Gold Resource 

Name 
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Work on your own 

Make Challenges (Start at the top) 

Challenge 1 

Program more shapes using this table to help you. 

Challenge 2 

Program a multicoloured shape. 

 

Challenge 3 

 

 

Challenge 4 

Create your own shape challenge 

 

 

Name of the shape Heptagon (7 sides) Octagon (8 sides) Nonagon (9 sides) 

Part of outer angle 51.5 Degrees 45 Degrees 40 Degrees 

Use a starting block, one counted loop, pen 

up, pen down, turn right or left and move 

blocks. 

Experiment to create as many rotating  

repeating star patterns as you can. 

Can you complete your star evenly so that 

there is an equal distance between all 

points? 

HINT Try rotating more than 180 but less than 360 

Is there a pattern? 
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USE Marking Sheet 
Code-it Gold Resource 

USE  

1, What starts the green shape program? D key (1 mark) 

2, What command removes all the lines from the screen?  

Space key or clear (1 mark for either or both) 

3, Which commands are inside the yellow program loop? Move 40 steps,  

turn right 90 degrees, wait 1 secs (1 mark) 

4, How many times will the pink program turn right 72 degrees? 5 times (1 mark) 

5, How many times will the yellow program pause? 4 times (1 mark) 

 

 



Code-it Gold Resource 

Modify (Make small changes to answer the questions) 

1, Make the square larger. Describe what you changed. Change 40 steps to a larger number 

(1mark) 

2, Make the rectangle longer. Describe what you changed Change 120 steps to a larger 

number (1mark) 

3, Make the hexagon smaller. Describe what you changed Change 45 steps to a smaller 

number (1mark) 

4, Make the pentagon only draw four sides. Describe what you changed.  

Change repeat 5 to repeat 4 (1 mark) 

5, Draw a three sides shape where the lines cross over in one place. Describe what you 

changed. 

Increase the amount of turn to more than 120 degrees (1 mark) 

6, Slow the hexagon down so that it draws the shape slower. Describe what you changed. 

Wait more than 1 second (1 mark) 

 

 

Modify More (Make bigger changes that might involve you adding extra things) 

1, Make the square draw the lines using a different colour. Describe what you did. 

(HINT Pen command blocks) 

Add a set pen colour block above the loop (1 mark) 

2, Make the lines of the triangle thicker. What did you add and where did you add it?  

(HINT Pen command blocks but not change pen size by block) 

Add a set pen size to greater than 1 block above the loop (1 mark) 

3, Make each shape sprite tell the user what its name is after it has drawn itself. What did 

you add and where did you add it? 

Add a say or think looks block after the loop (1 mark) 

4, Make the square play a note after each line is drawn. What did you add and where did 

you add it? 

Add a play note block after the move block inside the loop (1 Mark) 
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Modify Marking Sheet 


